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Ever since Yun Chujiu had taken possession of Little Black Rat’s ore, Little Black Rat’s food standard had 

plummeted. The Hibiscus ore was the most valuable one, so Yun Chujiu would only reward Little Black 

Rat with a piece if it contributed something. 

 

A few days ago, Little Black Rat had been working hard to dig a hole to look for rare ores, so Yun Chujiu 

would Little Black Rat. However, she was stingy so she only gave Little Black Rat a small piece. 

 

When Little Black Rat heard about the hibiscus ore, she almost drooled. It had been a few days since she 

last ate it. This black-hearted master, she was exploiting child labor! 

 

“Master, two pieces! No, five pieces! Ten pieces!” Little Black Rat stretched out her two front claws to 

bargain. She could not let go of this opportunity. Otherwise, she might not be able to eat it again. 

 

“Okay! No problem! As long as we can get out, I will reward you with ten pieces of Hibiscus ore.” Yun 

Chujiu thought to herself. Anyway, the wool came from the sheep, so let us get out first. Little fellow, I 

have many ways to deal with you in the future, but you still dare to bargain with me. 

 

Little Black Rat ran to a bluestone and said, “As long as I drop my blood on it and make a seal, we can be 

transported out.” 

 

Yun Chujiu said with a smile, “Mickey Mouse, it seems that you know quite a lot! Don’t worry, I will treat 

you well in the future.” 

 

Little Black Rat jumped up and down happily. Little Black Bird curled his lips. You still do not understand 

our black-hearted master. The ‘good’ that she said must not mean what you understand! You actually 

dare to negotiate with her. When we get out, things will not end well for you. Your brother will not be 

able to help you this time. You are walking to an early grave! 

 



After two hours, Feng Ming and the other two broke through one after another. Yun Chujiu smiled and 

congratulated them. 

 

Feng Ming and the other two were also very excited. They didn’t expect to break through in such a short 

time in the Ancient Mine Trial. It was really exciting. 

 

“Three senior brothers, the happiness is coming soon! Mickey has a way to bring us out. Let’s go. Let’s 

go out and take revenge!” Yun Chujiu’s eyes deepened. I won’t let go of Su Yanran, Zhuo Piaoyu, Ding 

Lang, those scum. 

 

Feng Ming and the other two were overjoyed when they heard that. They immediately followed Yun 

Chujiu and surrounded Little Black Rat, preparing to go out. 

 

“Senior brothers, we can’t tell the truth when we go out. This formation core is of great importance and 

must not be leaked. Moreover, once Mickey’s identity is known, my little life will be in uproar,” Yun 

Chujiu said seriously. 

 

“Junior Sister Little Jiu, we will say whatever you want us to say. Don’t worry, we will keep our mouths 

shut about what happened here.” 

 

“Yes, Junior Sister Little Jiu, we will not tell anyone. If you are worried, I will swear an Inner Demon 

Oath!” Geng Yi was straightforward and was about to start after he finished speaking. 

 

Yun Chujiu quickly stopped him. “Senior brother Geng Yi, there is no need for this. We are friends that 

have gone through life and death situations, why would we need to resort to such extremes?! As long as 

you don’t tell anyone, it will be fine.” 

 

Seeing this, Feng Ming and the other two were inexplicably touched. They all promised that they would 

never tell anyone. 

 



After Yun Chujiu made up some excuses, the three of them unified their statements. Only then did they 

tell Little Black Rat that they could begin. 

 

Little Black Rat looked at the stone room reluctantly. Then, he bit his front claw and cut it open. After 

dripping blood on the stone slab, he began to make seals with his front claw. 

 

A moment later, everyone felt a flash of white light and heard the sound of the wind. 

 

When Yun Chujiu could open her eyes, she found that Feng Ming and the other two had already landed 

on the ground. And she, cough cough, was stuck on the barrier of the Ancient Mine! 

 

“Damn it! What’s going on?!” Yun Chujiu tried hard to climb down from the barrier. Unfortunately, at 

this moment, she was like a gecko that was firmly stuck on a wall. 

 


